The Min Oscillator Defines Sites of Asymmetric Cell Division in Cyanobacteria during Stress Recovery.
When resources are abundant, many rod-shaped bacteria reproduce through precise, symmetric divisions. However, realistic environments entail fluctuations between restrictive and permissive growth conditions. Here, we use time-lapse microscopy to study the division of the cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus as illumination intensity varies. We find that dim conditions produce elongated cells whose divisions follow a simple rule: cells shorter than ∼8 μm divide symmetrically, but above this length divisions become asymmetric, typically producing a short ∼3-μm daughter. We show that this division strategy is implemented by the Min system, which generates multi-node patterns and traveling waves in longer cells that favor the production of a short daughter. Mathematical modeling reveals that the feedback loops that create oscillatory Min patterns are needed to implement these generalized cell division rules. Thus, the Min system, which enforces symmetric divisions in short cells, acts to strongly suppress mid-cell divisions when S. elongatus cells are long.